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Although fiery punk quartet The Reveling now calls the 
Williamsburg neighborhood of Brooklyn home, the music 
transmits a much grittier, working class quality than 
fellow New Yorkers - or the rest of us, for that matter - 
might expect. It is music for the masses: a rousing 
anthem for the hoi polloi that is not without nuance, but 
still sounds best pulsing through our speakers at top 
volume. 
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Take this blindfold off and I hope you'll understand, that we couldnt make it 

No, we couldnt fake it if we tried WeVe been asleep our whole lives 

Charlotte Thompson ran away, no one dared utter her name 

on a bleak and winding road lay her bones 

To herself she'd tell these lies, hoping each would sympathize 

Instead of love that thing she hoped for, spread her legs like a fucking whore 

After the first time, they say you're never the same 

No turning back now, too far away 

How do you say, how do you stay warm? 

The streets found a way that you read about in books Lord 

Through a wave of self contempt, hitched a ride to where she barely recognized 

Charlotte Thompson, through those pale blue eyes 

At this point her soul broke down, pieces of her former self fell to the ground 

She swore on her last remaining bit of dignity to make her peace, had to up and leave 

And these years have passed, the time had come, for one last trick to make it home 

But he threw her out like garbage tossed, on Monday morning souls are lost 

with the intention to never be heard from again 

Charlotte I'm begging you please 

take care of those things you need to flower beautiful and succeed 

because we know you’ve got it in you, we'll always be right behind you 

The line between this dream and a nightmare is razor thin 

It's hard to bear 

Step one is easy, open up your eyes 

Step two is harder, fight, fight, fight you're paralyzed 

And all these things I cannot see that are right in front of me 

Well I know I'll probably.bleed Repeating mistakes defines insanity 

— So strap me down now please — 

The lies we tell ourselves are the choking hands, the stow death of the everyman 



On and on.... it goes on and on Years add up to decades in dead end jobs My pride said I wont be bound, reality kept me on the ground 

These days are getting long, wish I was wrong All the things we'd see along the way I traded for a working wage 

But oh my my, triggers are hard to pull when famines turned this land dry That trigger is hard to pull, but I know what's best 

Gotta starve soon baby, starve someday soon for happiness 

I hope this wont be the way we go, down 

They say it's a sin for all of the others A hatred deceitfully used by low-lifes disguised as a savior So dont wait for their words to come true, so long overdue 

I wont hold my breath while they torture me, stripping me of my morality And I wont hold my breath while they torment me, indoctrinating brutality 

And I wont hold my breath while they torture me, manufacturing complacency It's tantamount to a parasitic coup 

Staring down an extended hand Cant pause, pause to breathe again Forlorn, scorned, I sang whoa whoa whoa 

In another attempt to forget a fatal silhouette bearing down and never cast aside 

As I'm screaming from downtown I hope you can hear the sound of the innocents falling to the ground 

Because I know you must have seen it coming around I know I must have seen it coming around 



What can I say man? 

It's hard to find the time to call between plans 

The truth of the matter is the illusion was shattered 

and we got lost along the way 

What can we^rio man? 

The Atlantic is like the dividing line in this blacjk and tan 

Let's drop the lies we're indivisible by the song we'll always sing 

It should've been me, laying down for all jhe blame 

It could've been you looking back at all the things we overcame 

Perfect we're not, let's just promise not to ever set aflame 

our one and only fast name 

Should Vei been me 

Could Ve been Jcu all day 

How about tomorrow we take the time tojchange... 

Should have committed priority to virtue Instead I hated the way I camO unglued 

IH do the right thing always on the wrong day An Amazing hitting into double plays 

I dreamt I could fly south, escaped the winter's mouth to remain on the sun soaked plains 

I'd glide away in the wind's stow lane until I was clipped and tagged, feathered and dragged 
straight to your plate in your tocai fast ffcod chain 

Take this bitter pill, swallow it and trust that the world will not combust in your face Tune out all the cries, power brokers make the rules 

They fuck the system, fuck the schools, say your goodbyes And I said no, if that's the way it goes You'll never hear from me again so good luck with |tll you owe 

You're better off with your eyes closed in this world because I never wanna see you crying girl 

You deserve the best in this world 

We should spend a night in rio in the fall Oh where we fall in line, it feels like a quarter to nine 

We should ramble around this city while it sleeps Hang out with all the creeps and find they've all just been left behind Their story maligned by us ail 

And I said where were you when it counts? 

Where were you when we were black and blue and we were laying waste to savings accounts? 

So come in and rest your bones by this silent telephone And we’ll drink it til it's dry, and we'll scream our song 

All these days blend and now the nights become night again I say we watch the sun come up over the waves 




